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PRESS RELEASE 

EQUITA, PROMETEIA AND FONDO ITALIANO D’INVESTIMENTO SPONSORED 
AGAIN THE EVENT “ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS: ACCESS TO THE ECONOMY 
AND HIGHER RETURNS”  

- EQUITA, PROMETEIA AND FONDO ITALIANO D’INVESTIMENTO BROUGHT TO MILAN THE SUCCESSFUL EVENT HOSTED 

IN ROME, PRESENTING TO INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS OPPORTUNITIES OF ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS  

- PRIVATE EQUITY AND PRIVATE DEBT PROVEN TO BE USEFUL ALTERNATIVES TO FINANCE SMALL AND MEDIUM 

ENTERPRISES WHILE REACHING HIGHER RETURNS FOR INVESTORS 

Milan, 30th January 2020 

Equita, the leading Italian independent investment bank, Prometeia and Fondo Italiano d’Investimento repeated the 

“Alternative investments: access to the economy and higher returns” event at Milan’s Museo dei Navigli, following the 

success of the inaugural event hosted in Rome on 18th September 2019. The event was an opportunity to learn more 

about alternative investments available to institutional investors (in particular foundations, pension funds and insurance 

companies) and compare the approach of other European countries. 

 

Luigi Roth, Chairman of Equita Capital SGR, and Angelo Tantazzi, Chairman of Prometeia, opened the conference followed 

by presentations from Davide Squarzoni (CEO, Prometeia Advisor SIM), Luigi Tommasini (Senior Partner, Fondo Italiano 

d’Investimento SGR) and Paolo Pendenza (Head of Private Debt, Equita Capital SGR). 

 

During the conference, panellists argued that Italian private equity is less prominent compared to other European 

countries, both in terms of assets under management and number of fund managers. This contrasts with the Italian 

economic framework, where small and medium enterprises’ significant unrealised potential become a key opportunity 

for the private equity market and where the lower competition of PE firms in Italy offers higher returns for investors. 

 

In the middle of the discussion, also private debt emerged as a market with strong opportunities, especially in light of its 

wide growth potential as a complementary source of funding to the traditional bank debt and the higher returns it can 

achieve compared to more traditional fixed income investment instruments. 

 

Today the key goal is to promote financial instruments that have attractive returns for investors and that are coherent with 

the level of risk taken. At the same time, these financial instruments should be able to facilitate the growth of Italian small 

and medium companies. The panel concluded that private equity and private debt are good to fit these types of investment 

solutions. However, there is still urgent need to train and educate the actors that would like to invest in these alternative 

asset classes, to let them analyse and value adequately the potential of these investments. 

  

The conference also hosted a round table moderated by Andrea Vismara, CEO of Equita, interviewing Silvana Chilelli (CEO, 

Eurizon Capital Real Asset SGR), Oreste Gallo (Chairman, Cometa), Filippo Manfredi (Managing Partner, Fondazione 

Caritro) and Domenico Romeo (Founding Partner, Four Partners). At the end of the round table Anna Gervasoni (Direttore 

Generale, AIFI) concluded the conference with her speech. 

 

Luigi Roth, Chairman of Equita Capital SGR, commented: “Based on the success of the event we hosted last year in Rome, 

we decided to bring the same format to Milan. Alternative assets are key for financial markets: they support corporates 

by financing their growth strategies and help investors improve returns in an environment where traditional assets offer 

low rates. Equita, together with Prometeia and Fondo Italiano d’Investimento, confirm their commitment to educate on 

and promote these instruments to Italian institutional investors”. 

 

* * * 
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Equita is the leading Italian independent investment bank, reference partner of Italian companies and institutional investors. Thanks to its 45 years of 

experience, Equita can offer a clear and focused business model: Global Markets, with its Sales & Trading and Proprietary Trading business lines, offers 

brokerage on equities, bonds, derivatives and ETFs for domestic and international institutional customers, market making, specialist and liquidity provider 

services. To such activities, Equita offers a high profile Investment Banking platform, dedicated to advisory to companies and financial institutions. The 

Alternative Asset Management division, which provides traditional portfolio management along with innovative private debt and private equity portfolio 

management, such as the special acquisition vehicle (SPAC), completes the range of special and synergic services offered. Then, all business lines are 

continuously supported by a Research team recognized for its excellence. Independent advice and deep knowledge of capital markets grant Equita 

credibility among domestic and international institutional investors, ensuring a unique positioning in the Italian market, with a focus on mid & small 

caps. 
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